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Abstract

In this work we present a low bit�rate hybrid coder which achieves a signi�cant rate reduction� as
compared to the standard H���� coder� through adaptive motion segmentation� improved motion
compensation� and e	cient representation of motion�model parameters� In the proposed coder�
each frame is adaptively segmented into non��xed�size blocks using a quadtree approach by which
a block is split if the estimated motion parameters for that block do not provide adequate motion
compensation� Motion estimation is performed by an Iterative Least Squares algorithm using an
a�ne motion model for large blocks and the common translationmotion model for the minimumsize
blocks� An e	cient representation of the motion�model parameters is obtained via �corner vectors�

which are shown to provide reduced sensitivity to quantization errors� Simulation results show a
particular advantage of the proposed coder at bit rates of �
Kbps and below�

� Introduction

Standard video coders like H���� and MPEG ��� exploit temporal� spatial� and statistical redundancies
present in image�sequences in order to obtain eective compression� One of the key strategies for achieving
low bit rates is to improve the prediction of the current frame from the previous frame without causing a
sizable increase in side information� Standard coders use a �xed segmentation into blocks of identical size
and estimate translation motion �� displacement parameters� for each block using block matching ����

To improve the performance of those coders� recent works ��� 
� �� applied quadtree motion segmentation�
A given block is split when its prediction fails to match some quality criterion� This way� the amount of
side information is reduced� Other reported works ��� �� �� use higher order motion models to improve the
prediction but keep using a �xed motion segmentation�

In this work we propose a low bit�rate coder which improves the performance of the standard H���� coder
by combining adaptive motion segmentation� improved motion estimation� and e	cient representation of
motion information� An a	ne motion model is used to improve the prediction over the simple translation
model� The increased model order increases the motion information per block� Hence� to reduce the total
coded motion information in each frame� we perform a quadtree motion segmentation� allowing large blocks
in regions with homogeneous motion� To obtain improved motion compensation it is important to have a
good estimate of the motion parameters� To this eect we apply an iterative least�squares �ILS� estimation
technique� which provides improved compensation even for the simple translation model �which is used for
the minimum�size block of ��x���� For e	cient coding of the a	ne motion parameters� we propose to
represent these parameters via the resulting displacements of � corners of the block� This representation is
shown to reduce the sensitivity of the motion information to quantization and helps in reducing the coding
rate of the side information�
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� Iterative least�squares algorithm for motion estimation

The Iterative Least Squares algorithm �ILS� is an iterative algorithm which has been applied for estimating
the parameters of motion models which are more complex than just translation motion ��� ��� ���� The basic
assumptions are� �i� All the pixels in a region undergo the same motion according to a prescribed motion
model� �ii� The changes in pixel values between two successive frame are only due to motion�

Below we provide a concise derivation of the algorithm for a general motion model T � Ignoring for the
moment the problem of motion segmentation� the motion of any region B in the current frame I�t�� in
relation to the previous frame I�t � �� can be described by�

��r � B � I��r� t� � I��T�k � T k����r� t� ��� ���

where �r denotes the coordinates of a pixel� T k�� is the coordinate mapping according to the motion that
was estimated at iteration k � �� and T�k is the coordinate mapping re�nement calculated at iteration k�
��� denotes composition of coordinate mappings� According to T k��� the pixel �r in the current frame has its
origin in a pixel located at �r� in the previous frame� where �r� � T k���r� Using this notation� ��� becomes�

��r � B � I��r� t� � I�T�k�r�� t� ��� ���

Ideally� as stated in ���� the re�nement of the motion parameters� T�k� should satisfy this equation for all

the pixels in B� Formally adding and subtracting �r� from the argument of the right hand side of ���� and

then expanding it into a Taylor series about �r�� assuming that the motion is small� and retaining terms only
up to �rst order� we get�

��r � B � I��r� t� � I��r�� t� �� � r��xIx��r
�� t� �� � r��yIy��r

�� t� ��� ���

where r��x and r��y are respectively the x and y coordinates of �r�� � T�k�r� � �r� and
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This way� the mapping re�nement T�k is not an argument in ���� Now the following least squares �LS� cost
function �the squared�prediction�error� is de�ned�

�� �
X
�r�B

�I��r� t�� P ��r� t��� � �
�

where P �t� is the prediction of I�t�� given by the right hand side of ���� We assume that T�k is de�ned by L
parameters fzigLi��� The parameters which minimize �� in �
� can be found by solving the following system
of equations�

���

�zi
� �� i � �� � � � � L� ���

By choosing a suitable mapping we can obtain a system of linear equations � while applying the LS criterion
directly to ��� would result in a non�linear set of equations�

The result of iteration k is a coordinate mapping� T�k� which is used to re�ne the previous mapping� T k���
via T k � T�k � T k��� The initial mapping� T �� is calculated by the block matching algorithm ���� with the
intention to reduce the dierence between the motion compensated prediction block and the original block�
such that the approximation in ��� is justi�ed�

��� Translation motion estimation with the ILS algorithm

In order to clarify the general description of the ILS algorithm presented above� we will derive now the
explicit ILS algorithm for estimating translation motion parameters�

The parameters �a� d� of a translation motion of a region B� induce a coordinate mapping Td� that is applied
to a coordinate vector �x� y�t in the following way�

Td�x� y�
t � �x� a� y � d�t� ���



where superscript t denotes �transpose��

By substituting ��� in ��� we can explicitly write the model for translation motion of region B as

��x� y� � B � I�x� y� t� � I�x� ak�� � a�k� y � dk�� � d�k� t� ��� ���

where �ak��� dk��� are the motion parameters calculated in iteration k�� and �a�k� d�k� are the parameters
of the re�nement calculated in iteration k� First order expansion of the right hand side of ��� about �x �
ak��� y � dk��� gives�

��x� y� � B � I�x� y� t� � I�x� ak��� y � dk��� t� �� � a�kIx � d�kIy� ���

where� to simplify notation� Ix � Ix�x � ak��� y � dk��� t � �� � Iy � Iy�x � ak��� y � dk��� t � ��� Using
the LS cost function de�ned in �
�� and applying ��� with z� � a�k and z� � a�k gives a system of linear
equations whose solution provides the re�ning parameters for iteration k�
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where� for simpli�cation� Id � I�x� y� t�� I�x � ak��� y � dk��� t� �� and all the summations are done over
all the pixels in B� The �nal result of iteration k is the motion parameters that re�ne the motion parameters
calculated in iteration k � �� ak � ak�� � a�k � dk � dk�� � d�k� The initial motion parameters� �a�� d���
are estimated by block matching�

��� A�ne motion estimation with the ILS algorithm

As explained earlier� the ILS algorithm can be used for estimating the parameters of various types of motion
models� One particular useful model is the a�ne motion model that is characterized by � parameters as
shown below� Moon and Kim ���� evaluated various motion models and concluded that the a	ne motion
model gives better results� in terms of estimation accuracy� convergence and noise sensitivity� than a higher
order model�

The a	ne motion parameters induce an a	ne coordinate mapping TA�b which is de�ned by the ��� matrix
A and the two elements vector b�
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The a	ne motion model can describe translation� rotation� shear and scaling or their combination� It
can describe a mapping of a square to any parallelogram or a mapping of a triangle to any triangle� A
composition of two a	ne mapping is an a	ne mapping itself� At each least�squares iteration� the motion
re�nement parameters are calculated by solving the following system of � linear equations� where a notation
similar to that in section ��� is used�
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� Representation of motion model parameters via corner vectors

In order to encode the real valued parameters of the a	ne motion model they must be quantized� When
we use the translation motion model of a region� the two parameters �a� d� form a motion vector whose
components have a dimension of displacement �in pixels�� Quantizing a and d is naturally done by choosing
a quantization step according to a desired sub�pixel resolution� The a	ne mapping of a region is describe by



the � parameters �a� b� c� d� e� f� as in ����� Only a and d have a dimension of pixel displacement� Therefore�
we have to choose a quantization step for each parameter that matches its type� the region size and the region
location� We simplify this problem here by using the concept of corner vectors� Instead of describing the
mapping with � parameters� each basically having a dierent physical eect� we use � corresponding motion
vectors� The regions in the current frame are selected to have shape of a rectangular block and the corner
vectors are the motion vectors of � corners of the region� The corner vectors were used in other works for the
actual estimation of the motion parameters �e�g�� ����� We use them here only for the purpose of representing
the a	ne motion parameters in order to reduce their sensitivity to quantization errors� as explained below�

The following relations exist between the corners of a block B and the corners of the parallelogram B�

resulting from application of the a	ne mapping �see Fig� ���

�x�i� y
�

i� � �a � bxi � cyi� d� exi � fyi� � i � �� �� �� ����

The corner vectors� f�dig
�

i��� are then given by�
�di � �xi�x�i� yi�y�i� � i � �� �� ��The corner vectors describe�

by de�nition� translation motion and thus have the dimension of pixel displacement� Recall that each pixel
in the current frame has a corresponding pixel in the previous frame that is used as its prediction� It can
be shown �not shown here because of lack of space� that if the a	ne mapping parameters� �a� b� c� d� e� f��
are quantized� the induced quantization error in the location of the prediction pixel depends on the absolute
location of the pixel in the current frame� i�e�� its location relative to the origin of the frame� However� using
the corner vector representation� f�dig

�

i��� and quantizing their components� gives rise to a location error
that depends only on the relative position of the pixel in the block� i�e�� its position relative to the origin of
the block�

� Quadtree motion segmentation

Using a	ne motion estimation gives better performance �in terms of bit�rate needed for encoding the dif�

ference frames� than translation motion� but increases the amount of side information� For sequences which
require relatively high bit rates for encoding the dierence frames with reasonable quality� the reduction
in bit�rate due to better motion compensation by using the a	ne motion model is greater than the added
overhead in side information� However� for low bit�rate sequences� like typical videophone sequences� the
increase in the side information is too large� We have� therefore� to reduce the amount of side information for
such sequences� yet keep the quality of the prediction as high as possible� We can solve these contradicting
requirements by employing a quadtree motion segmentation approach�

The quadtree is a recursive data structure for describing homogeneous block regions� In this work the
quadtree is used for segmenting the current frame into coherently moving regions� The segmentation is built
in conjunction with the motion estimation using the following algorithm�

�� Initialization� The current frame is divided into several large blocks� The motion parameters of each
block are estimated and the corresponding prediction block is built� The maximum allowed number of
corner vectors� Nv� is set�

�� Selection� The block with the largest Squared�Prediction�Error �SPE�� as de�ned in �
�� is selected as
a candidate for splitting�

�� Test� The candidate block is split into four sub�blocks and the motion parameters of each are estimated�
The smallest allowed block size is ��� ��� The a	ne motion model is used for blocks larger than the
minimum size and a translation motion model is used for the minimum size blocks� The prediction of
each of the four sub�blocks is constructed and the sum of the SPEs of the four sub�blocks is compared
to the SPE obtained by using the entire block� calculated above� The split is retained if the SPE is
reduced�


� Loop� The algorithm repeats steps � and � until the total number of corner vectors obtained reaches
the given maximum of Nv vectors� A block whose motion is described by an a	ne model needs �
corner vectors while the smallest size block� which uses a translation model� needs only one vector�



� Simulation results

Table � shows simulation results in coding the �rst ��� frames �luminance only� of the test sequence �Miss
America� �CIF format�� The average rates given exclude the �rst frame �intra�coded�� The quantization step
was kept constant to keep �as found in simulations� a nearly constant visual quality� The proposed algorithm�
which combines quadtree motion segmentation� ILS motion estimation� and corner�vector representation� was
incorporated in a H�����type encoder �labeled �quadtree�ILS��� Two iterations �following the initial block
matching� were found to be su	cient� The maximum number of corner vectors was set to Nv � ��� and
the corner vectors were quantized with a step of ��
 pixel� Adaptive arithmetic coding was used to encode
the corner�vector data� For comparison purposes� a modi�ed H���� encoder using an enhanced �half�pixel
resolution� as in MPEG� block�matching� with blocks of �� � �� pixels� was implemented too �labeled
��xed�bmhs��� It is seen from Table � that the proposed coder ��quadtree�ILS�� achieves more than a ���
rate reduction as compared to both the standard and the modi�ed H���� coders� Fig� � shows the total
number of bits for each frame in the coded sequence� by each of the three examined coders� Fig� � provides a
demonstration of processed results for one of the frames �� 
�� of �Miss America� sequence� The reduction
in prediction error achieved by the proposed coder is clearly seen from the �gure�

encoder quantization average � of average PSNR
step bits�frame in dB

standard �H����� �� �
�� �����
modi�ed ���xed�bmhs�� �� 
��� �����
proposed ��quadtree�ILS�� �� �
�� ���
�

Table �� Simulation results obtained for ��� frames of �Miss America� sequence �CIF format� Luminance�

� Conclusion

The proposed hybrid coder combines improved motion estimation �via ILS and an a	ne motion model��
adaptive motion segmentation �via a quadtree� and an e	cient corner�vector representation� Compared to
the standard H���� it is found to achieve more than a ��� rate reduction at and below �
Kbps� for typical
videophone sequences �e�g�� �Miss America� sequence� with similar quality� Further work is needed to reduce
its computational complexity which at present could run up to � times the complexity of the standard coder�
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